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No one doubts that we are in the

midst of a major flurry of systems

development. Consider the far-

reaching influence, promise and pace of the

Internet in business and personal life. It’s

enough to make your head spin.
New dot-com companies have but a short time to

prove worthiness. Traditional (non dot-com) companies
strive to conquer the Web, to be among the first to provide
customer service, entice new customers and partners, and
introduce new or enhanced services. The Web page is the
new calling card. Competition is a mouse click away from
your customer. The Internet is leveling some marketplaces
and confusing others.

Regardless, the software behind the Web page is the
new business image and often the first touch with the cus-
tomer. The world of e-transactions is moving faster than
ever and changing as it moves. How can we keep up with

the business? Is there a simple but elegant alternative to
how we historically have built systems?

Consider the following statement by C.J. Date, “An
exciting new technology called business rules is beginning
to have a major impact on the IT industry – more precisely,
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on the way we develop and maintain
computer applications.” He later says,
“Business rules can be seen in some
respects as the next (and giant) evolu-
tionary step in implementing that…
[original relational] vision.”1

The time has come to capitalize
on the promises of building business
rules systems.

What is a 
Business Rules System?

Simply put, a business rules system
is an automated system in which the
“rules” are separated (logically, perhaps
physically) and shared across data stores,
user interfaces and applications. Refer
to Figure 1 for a simplified represen-
tation of this concept.

To achieve this, the system must
be developed according to a business
rules approach. In this five-part series,
the phrase “business rules approach”
includes both a methodology by which
rules of a business are captured, managed
and automated as well as a technology
for managing the rule automation
(and change) process.

As you will see, at the heart of a
business rules approach is an appre-
ciation for rules as a valuable asset
for a business organization. In fact, a
business rules approach to systems
development elevates the importance
of business rules to the business and
carries that importance into the organi-
zation’s systems development function
and approach.

In some cases, organizations are
truly leveraging the business rules
approach by incorporating it into
business process engineering or
reengineering initiatives. To these
organizations, a business rules approach
is an avenue through which to drive
change across large business scopes.
A business rules approach is a
methodology by which aging rules are
captured, challenged, published and
positioned for ongoing change. A
business rules approach in these cases
includes technology (usually home-
grown) for expressing, accessing, pub-
lishing and managing rules from a
strategic business perspective.

Whether you consider a business
rules approach a methodology for the
business or for systems development,

the business rules perspective focuses
on the thinking or decision-making
capacity of the organization. The busi-
ness organization sets the rules by
which relevant parties such as cus-
tomers, suppliers, employees and cor-
responding systems are to behave. The
rules (or absence of rules) represent the
degrees of freedom that an organization
allows for its customers, employees
and partners. In the latter case, the
business organization may allow the
supplier or customer to establish (and
change) his or her own rules of inter-
action. Doing so allows for customized
interfaces to Web-based applications,
for example.

Rules are a formal expression of
knowledge or preference, a guidance
system for steering behavior (a trans-
action) in a desired direction. A business
rules approach aims to deliver that
knowledge, externalized and automated
as an integral and active component in
systems architecture. Therein lies the
new difference – a knowledge-focused
way of architecting new systems. It is
no longer acceptable to bury that
knowledge deep in code where no one
knows what it is. It is equally no longer
acceptable to have that knowledge
locked in bondage where it cannot
change on demand.

This five-part series will cover the
major concepts behind building busi-
ness rules systems: important business
rules concepts (Part 1), the business
rules difference in methodology phases
(Part 2), road maps for business rules
discovery (Part 3), new insights
gained from business rules analysis
(Part 4) and exciting differences in
business rules design (Part 5).

The Time is Now
The timing of this series is partic-

ularly important. Six significant trends
in the marketplace provide the moti-
vation for a business rules approach.
These are:

1. The increasing desire for e-business
applications.

2. The insatiable pressure to develop
applications faster. (The Y2K chal-
lenge has created a larger application
backlog than ever before.)

3. The never-ending demand to deliver
applications that we can easily and
quickly change to reflect changing
business environments.

4. An emergence of commercially
available business rules technology
products.

5. A never-ending shortage of appli-
cation system developers.

6. The shortcomings of other approaches
and technologies (such as informa-
tion engineering, object-orientation,
component design, enterprise
frameworks).

The Uniqueness 
of Business Rules

Methodology 
A unique aspect of a business rules

system development methodology is
that it divides the systems development
approach into a minimum of four
separate, but integrally related tracks.

In Figure 2, one track represents
the workflow/process perspective which
includes the user interactions and
processes, but without the rules in them.
A second track represents the data
perspective, with minimal rules embed-
ded in it. A third track represents the
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Figure 2: How Do You Build a Business Rules System?



set of rules behind the interactions
and over the data – where the rules are
managed as a separate, externalized,
logical component. The fourth track
represents the technology for the system.
Today, you can choose business rules
technology that is designed specifically
to manage the execution of a rules
collection. Alternately, you can utilize
non-business rules technology (even
home-grown Java), but in a way that
leverages the concepts and advantages
of a business rules system.

The Major Advantages
A business rules system can be

developed fast. There are fewer neces-
sary deliverables out of the discovery,
analysis and design phases and possi-
bly less need for coding, depending on
target technology. That’s because with
some technology products, the integrity
and computational rules of the system
are captured by analysts, and then
expressed by developers as declarative
rules. Some business rules technology
products manage these rules, compile
them and determine the point of
execution in much the same way that
relational products manage data,
select among appropriate access paths,
compile access paths and execute
those paths. It may take weeks or
months to discover what the rules
ought to be. However, once captured
and documented, a declarative rule can
be implemented in rules technology
within a matter of hours. Those hours
are spent determining where and how
to implement a rule. Previous proce-
dural approaches implemented a rule
in various programs or methods. Rules
technology allows you to implement
common rules in one place or even
share common clauses among rules.

A business rules system can be
changed easily. A business rules devel-
oper can change one rule at a time (or
many rules at a time) and have that
change available to all relevant busi-
ness transactions, depending on target
technology. In this way, a business rules
system becomes a platform for business
change. The rules themselves become
the instruments of business adaptability.
A rule in rules technology can be
changed within a matter of minutes.

A business rules system can be

designed around essential intellectual
process flow. That is, by focusing on
business rules, an analyst can distinguish
the absolute dependencies in knowledge
discovery (rule dependencies) from those
that are interesting from a performance
or user-preference perspective.

A business rules system can be
delivered quite easily in incremental
pieces. If the first increment includes
a solid datafoundation (cast with the
future in mind), incremental system
releases become the delivery of
upgraded or additional rule sets to an
existing infrastructure.

Why Now?
In 1988, Candace Fleming and I

completed a book called, Handbook of
Relational Database Design. It contains a
step-by-step approach for building
logical data models and transforming
them into stable relational databases.
The approach focuses on understanding
the business rules surrounding those
database designs. In 1988, the phrase
“business rules” was not a buzzword.
Even so, we strongly urged readers to
take a methodological approach to
capturing, documenting and imple-
menting those business rules.

The good news is that readers
successfully followed that step-by-step
database design approach and created
stable relational databases. The bad
news is that those practitioners also
ended up with an intriguing collection
of “leftover” business rules. What to
do with them? Specifically, who is
responsible for implementing (and
evolving) them and in what manner?

It comes as no surprise that these
leftover business rules emerged as a
fertile battleground over which data-
base designers and application devel-
opers have waged territorial wars which
still go on today. So, the step-by-step
approach in that book, while it focused

on business rules, remained unfinished
and unresolved because it did not make
a very formal separation between mod-
eling the data and gathering business
rules. This series, however, introduces
a very clear separation by adding enough
discipline to the rule aspect that it
becomes a rule track.

This five-part series summarizes a
more formal and complete step-by-step
approach for capturing, documenting,
managing, automating and changing
those business rules. The series is not
meant to be an in-depth tutorial covering
all aspects of full systems development.

Rather, the series aims to present the
discriminating basics behind a business
rules systems development methodology
that lead to the design and implementa-
tion of true business rules systems. 

What is a 
Business Rule?

Unfortunately, there is no industry
standard definition for the phrase
“business rule” or even “rule.”2 For this
series, think of business rules as the set
of conditions that govern a business
event so that it occurs in a way that is
acceptable to the business (or customer).
The business people (or customer)
state rules that define all possible and
permissible conditions for the business
event along with those that are not
permissible or are undesirable.

It is important to keep in mind that
business rules have a business flavor,
regardless of how you choose to imple-
ment them. To preserve the business
perspective, business rules should be
written for and understood by business
people (not programmers) in natural
language and independent of target
implementation or programming lan-
guage. Business rules are meant to be
challenged by business people and
implemented in technology that
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It is important to keep in mind that business
rules have a business flavor, regardless of
how you choose to implement them.



allows for controlled, but spontaneous
business change.

Different Types 
of Business Rules

There are different types of state-
ments that qualify as business rules.2
Unfortunately, there is no universal
business rules classification scheme. You
should choose a classification scheme
that works for your target audience
and serves your intended purposes.

This series presents a business rules
classification scheme that has proven
useful for a business audience, specifi-
cally for use during rule discovery. The
purposes served by a business rules
classification scheme for the business
audience include:

1. Assist the business audience in
understanding the full range of
business rules that you are looking
to capture from them during rule
discovery efforts.

2. Guide the business audience effi-
ciently through a useful sequence
for discovering rules.

3. Enable business people to express
each kind of business rule in its
own kind of sentence template for
better clarity.

A useful way to divide the world
of business rules involves three major
categories: terms, facts and rules. The
terms and facts will be the foundation
for a logical data model and physical
database. The third classification –
rules – is where the excitement lies in
a business rules approach. Figure 3

further decomposes rules into five
different types: mandatory constraints,
guidelines, action-enablers, computa-
tions and inferences.

The World of Rules
Figure 4 provides a definition and

examples for the terms, facts and five
types of rules. Consider that a rule can
do one of the following within the
context of the business event: 

• Constrain information created by
the business event (mandatory con-
straint, guideline).

• Initiate an action outside the
boundary of the target system or
business event (action enabler).

• Create new information from exist-
ing information (computation,
inference).

As you can see, constraints can be
mandatory or guidelines. A mandatory
constraint is a rule that rejects the
attempted business transaction. A
guideline, on the other hand, does not
reject the transaction; it merely warns
about an undesirable circumstance.
Because a guideline only warns and
does not reject, it provides a freedom
of choice. Guidelines are often very
important to the business community.
Since most business rules products do
not support the management and
specification of guidelines, the developer
usually translates guidelines into
warning messages.

Both computations and inferences
create new information from existing
information. It may be interesting to

say that the result of computations and
inferences is a piece of knowledge (not
just information) because it cannot sim-
ply be known. An intellectual process
is required to materialize its value. 

In the computation example in
Figure 4, the new piece of information
(knowledge) is a new value for an
attribute (total-customer-order-dollar-
amount). A “rule-enriched” logical data
model and perhaps the database design
may reflect these new information pieces.

The result of executing an inference
rule is to create a new piece of infor-
mation. In database terms, this new
piece of information can either be a
new instance of an entity (e.g., a new
instance of the preferred customer entity)
or a new instance of an attribute
(e.g., a new value for customer-order-
discount-amount).

Again, a “rule-enriched” logical
data model and perhaps the database
will contain these new pieces of infor-
mation. One of the future installments
of this series will discuss the charac-
teristics of a rule-enriched logical
data model.

Are All Business Rules
About Data?

Using the definition of business
rules in this article, all business rules
are about data. That is, terms define
data concepts and details, facts define
associations among data, constraints
and guidelines test data values, compu-
tations arrive at a data value, inferences
arrive at a data conclusion and action-
enablers evaluate data values prior to
initiating action. Therefore, all of these
business rules are about data in one
way or another.

You may discover other rules,
such as workflow sequence rules, that
are not purely about data. If so, these
are rules of another kind. They are not
considered “business rules” under this
business rule definition and classifi-
cation scheme.

A Moment in Time
At a moment in time in 1988,

there were many unknowns relating
to relational technology futures. Was
relational technology a short-term fad
or a long-term solution? Which rela-
tional products would survive? Which
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would evolve fastest to provide origi-
nally missing functionality? Which
products would emerge as supporting
large data and transaction volumes or
distributed systems? What analysis and
design techniques would be needed?
Which ones would become common
practice over the next decade?

Today we stand at the same frontier
with respect to business rules method-
ology and technology. Is it a fad or is
it a compelling necessity, driven by
the pace of business trends? Which
products will prove strategic? What
intellectual inspirations related to the
software engineering discipline are at
our fingertips now? Those of us who

grew up in the relational paradigm
shift can only be excited about what is
about to occur.

The ultimate payback of a business
rules methodology is twofold. The first
is a system development methodology
that enables the discovery of essential
intellectual process flow. The second is
a system specifically designed to enable
more spontaneous business change. A
business rules methodology leads to the
delivery of a system designed to change
its rules, add new ones and retire old
ones. A business rules approach puts the
business back in charge of its destiny.
So, rule discovery and rule change
become a continuous dialog with the

business community – a normal way
of doing business, a normal way of
building systems – and that’s where
the business needs to go now. 

Next month, this series continues
by taking a closer look at the business
rules difference in methodology phases.
It will address how those tracks and
phases lead you to fascinating new
possibilities, precisely because the
methodology delivers – for analysis
and management – a business rules
asset. You will learn that the business
rules asset may turn out to be the
most important deliverable that infor-
mation technology professionals can
deliver back to the business.

Until next month, keep in mind
that shared rules and shared data result
in shared knowledge. Shared knowl-
edge makes for a smarter learning enter-
prise. A smarter, learning enterprise is
not only empowered to change, but is
intellectually positioned to become
whatever it envisions for itself.
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Term A noun or noun phrase with an
agreed upon definition. 

• Customer 
• Customer Credit Rating Code
• Female
• Days of the American work week

(Monday, Tuesday, etc.)

Fact  A statement that connects terms, 
through prepositions and verbs, into
sensible business-relevant observations.

• Customer can place order
• Order is for line item
• Line item is for product
• Customer qualifies for customer

credit rating code

Business Rules Category Definition Examples

Mandatory Constraint   A complete statement that expresses an
unconditional circumstance that must
be true or not true for the business event
to complete with integrity.

• A customer must not have more
than 10 open orders at one time.

• The total dollar amount of a
customer order must not be greater
than the customer’s single order
credit limit amount.

Guideline A complete statement that expresses a
warning about a circumstance that
should be true or not true.

A customer should not have more than
10 open orders at one time.

Action Enabler An action enabler is a complete
statement that tests conditions and
upon finding them true, initiates
another business event, message or
other activity.

• If a customer order is valid, then
initiate the place order process/
business event/use case.

• If a customer is high-risk, then notify
the customer services manager.

Computation A complete statement that provides an
algorithm for arriving at the value of a
term where such algorithms may include
sum, difference, product, quotient, count,
maximum, minimum, average.

The total-amount-due for an order is
computed as the sum of the line-item
amount(s) for the order plus tax.

Inference A complete statement that tests
conditions and, upon finding them true,
establishes the truth of a new fact.

• If a customer has no outstanding
invoices, then customer is of
preferred status.

• If a customer is of preferred status,
then the customer’s order qualifies
for a 20 percent discount.

Figure 4: Definitions and Examples of Rules

The editors of DM Review are interested in
your comments about the articles we publish.
Send comments to feedback@dmreview.com.
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The Business Rules Difference in Methodology Phases
An important new technology and methodology is

reshaping the way we deliver business systems today. This
technology and surrounding methodology may prove crucial
to business success and survival in the years to come.

With this in mind, Part 1 of this series defined the
emergence of a new kind of system called a business rules
system. In this series, a business rules system is an automated
system in which the “rules of the business” are separated
(logically, perhaps physically) and shared across data stores,
user interfaces and applications. 

What is a Business Rules Approach?
Building a business rules system requires a business

rules approach. The phrase “business rules approach” includes
both a methodology by which rules of a business are captured,
managed and automated, as well as a technology for managing
the rule automation (and change) process. 

A unique benefit to a business rules approach is that it
has tentacles in both business and systems development

Technology Track Application/Process/
Workflow Track

Data Track

Focus:

Logical and physical
separation of the target system
into technology tiers

Focus:

Sequence of
human/system interactions
and system processing

Focus:

Computations
Constraints
Inferred knowledge
Guidelines
Action-enabling rules

Focus:

Vocabulary and grammar
of business events
and transactions

Rules Track

Figure 1: Business Rules Methodology Tracks



communities. For the business com-
munity, a business rules approach is a
methodology by which business leaders
utilize business rules as instruments of
proactive and creative organizational
change. For the systems development
community, the business rules approach
is a methodology for implementing,
tracing and changing the rules that
guide automated systems behavior.

What are Business Rules?
Last month, this series suggested

that you think of business rules as the set
of conditions that govern a business event so
that it occurs in a way that is acceptable to
the business (or customer). Further, you
can think of three major categories of
business rules: terms, facts and rules.
Terms and facts are the underpinnings
of the information architecture. They
define the vocabulary of the business and
how it fits into meaningful sentences.

The new excitement is in the
third category – rules. Rules utilize
information for creating new informa-
tion (knowledge), making decisions
and taking action. Moreover, for our
purposes, it is useful to think of rules
as being of five possible types: constraint,
guideline, computation, inference and
action-enabling. 

Constraint rules and guideline rules
test data values and either restrict behav-
ior or warn about it. Computation rules
arrive at a new data value by applying a
formula to known data values. Inference
rules arrive at a conclusion by testing
conditions. Action-enabler rules evaluate
data values prior to initiating action. 

This article presents an overview
of the tracks and methodology phases
in building a business rules system. A
quick overview of the tracks provides a
basis for understanding the discussion
about the phases. Note that each phase
will consist of tasks and deliverables
for each track. 

If you are a seasoned systems
developer, you will rightfully conclude
that you already address all of the
items discussed. The difference is that
a business rules approach places more
emphasis, importance and formalism on
the rules of the business and, hence,
the delivery of rules within correspon-
ding system logic. Specifically, a business
rules approach recognizes all five types

of rules as part of a tangible business
asset. The rules are worthy of being
captured, managed and changed
deliberately to hit business objectives.
The rules are readily accessible to all who
need to know and behave by them –
and change with them.

Business Rules Methodology Tracks 
Figure 1 highlights the four tracks

in a business rules approach. The tech-
nology track focuses on the logical and
physical separation of the target system
into technology tiers, even if the envi-
ronment does not include rule-specific
technology products. The focus of the
application/workflow/process track is the
sequence of human/system interactions
and system processing (but devoid of
the rules guiding those interactions). The
focus of the data track is the vocabulary
and grammar of business events and
transactions. The focus of the new rules
track is the set of computations, con-
straints, inferences, guidelines and
action-enabling rules that utilize the
information to guide actions. Let’s look
at each track in more detail.

The Technology Track 
The technology track includes

methodology steps for the selection,
customization and support of technology
to leverage the business rules system
design approach. 

The Application/
Workflow/Process Track

The application/workflow/process
track focuses on understanding actor
interactions, the sequence of interactions
between humans and the system, as well
as interactions between the system and

other automated pieces (databases or
other systems). Therefore, as you follow
the methodology steps within the
application/workflow/process track, you
will deliver a list of all business events
served by the target system, the business
event’s associated business process and
the decisions that are made on behalf
of the process in servicing the business
event. As soon as you transition from
understanding the event’s process to
uncovering the decisions behind the
event, you transition from the applica-
tion/workflow/process track into the
rules track. The transition from busi-
ness events to processes to decisions to
rules is a natural one.

The Data Track
The data track produces the data

models and the eventual database. When
you follow the methodology steps in the
data track, you uncover the vocabulary
and grammar with which the rules are
expressed and you create a stable data
structure to represent that vocabulary.
Specifically, as you uncover rules, you
make sure each word or phrase is rep-
resented in the data model and database.
The transition from rule collection to
data constructs is also a very natural one.

For now, keep in mind that a data
model and the eventual database for
a business rules system may be very
different than those for non-business rules
systems. This series will later highlight
some of these crucial distinctions.

The Rules Track
The fourth track represents the set

of rules behind the interactions and
over the data, where the rules are man-
aged as a separate, externalized, logical
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component. The methodology steps for
the rules track lead you in the capture,
analysis, automation and change of
the business rules. These rules represent
the foundational logic that guides
decisions and actions within the busi-
ness organization (or for a specific
customer) and now within a business
rules system. The rules track aims to
externalize the business rules so that
the target user community (even one
customer) can know what those rules
are and understand how they guide
interactions and decisions.

The rules track, like all tracks, is
prevalent in all phases of the method-
ology. Starting with the scoping phase,
for example, the rules track is evident as
you seek the business context for rules.
In the discovery phase, the rules track
includes steps for capturing decisions
and rules. In the analysis phase, the
methodology includes steps for reducing
those rules to a minimal but complete
set. During the analysis phase, you
analyze dependencies among rules as
well as correlations from rules to data
items and database operations. 

Business Rules System 
Methodology Phases

A business rules approach to systems
development, like most systems devel-
opment methodologies, has six con-
ceptually different phases. These are
shown in Figure 2 as scope, plan, dis-
cover, analyze, design and deliver.
Each phase has steps and deliverables
for each of the four tracks.

Figure 2 does not intend to suggest
an old-fashioned, waterfall approach to
systems development. However, it is
important to understand the conceptual
differences between the phases. It is
very important to do a thorough job
scoping and planning. Keep in mind
that a business rules approach aims to
deliver a strong architectural foundation
(to accommodate future business
changes). This means that incremental
systems delivery becomes the adding,
changing and retiring of rules or rule
sets within that foundation. This
requires that the first increment
include the stabilizing aspects of the
information architecture, rule juris-
dictions and rule stewardship. When
this is so, the discovery phase can

occur in incremental pieces, followed
by analysis, design and delivery, while
more discovery occurs in parallel.

Following is a description of each
phase. Because subsequent parts of
this series will address details behind
the discovery and analysis phases, the
following descriptions provide more
insights into the differences in scoping
and planning when building a business
rules system.

The Scoping Phase 
Scoping is the process of capturing

high-level business requirements and
boundaries for a new or enhanced
information system. In this respect,
the scoping phase for a business rules
system is not unlike that of other
kinds of systems. 

However, from a business rules
perspective, there are three business
rules-oriented considerations during
scoping. The first is the business con-
text for the eventual business rules. The
second consideration is the set of scop-
ing deliverables in preparation for
rules, specifically the identification of
policies as precursors to rules. The
third is the purpose for managing the
rules behind the system. 

Scoping the Business Context 
for Rules

The business context is the business
foundation to be supported and guided
by the rules. According to the Business
Rules Group (Organizing Business
Plans: The Standard Model for Business
Rule Motivation, www.BusinessRules
Group.org), “The basic idea is to develop

a business model for the elements of
the business plan before system design
or technological development is begun.”
The business context includes an orga-
nization’s mission, vision, strategies,
goals, tactics, objectives and policies.
Let’s look at a subset of these.

Following the Business Rules
Group’s definition, a mission “indicates
the ongoing operational activity of the
enterprise.” It should contain action,
product or service, and customer. An
objective is an end state that is meas-
urable and time-targeted. A strategy
“represents the essential course of action
to achieve ends – goals in particular.”
A tactic is a “course of action that rep-
resents part of the detailing of strategies.”
Finally, a policy aims to guide the
enterprise and is less specific than its
underlying rules. 

Scoping Deliverables 
in Preparation for Rules

Most systems development method-
ologies include common deliverables
in a scoping phase. It is most useful to
create, as the major deliverable from
scoping, a project charter.  Typically, a
project charter includes reasons (bene-
fits) for the system, business events to
be handled by the system, high-level
data subjects behind the business
events and risks. 

During the scoping phase, it is
important to a business rules system
that you begin to identify policies. These
policies, during the discovery activities,
will lead you to related decisions and
underlying business rules. The policies
will be ones that support the objectives
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Mission: 
Provide customers worldwide with the best service on the highest quality consumer electronics
at competitive prices.
 Objective: 
Increase repeat customer business by 15% by the end of the year.
 Strategy: 
Ship orders as quickly as possible.
 Tactic: 
Employ shipping service to deliver 95% of orders for next day delivery.
 Policy : 
Ship all orders received before 4 p.m. for next day arrival at the customer’s location.
 
Rule: 
If an order is entered by 4 p.m. on a business day, if stock is available and if customer credit is okay, 
then the order must be shipped for arrival at the customer location by noon on the next business day.

Figure 3: A Rule Within a Partial Business Context



of the system as well as those that
minimize risks of the system. Figure 4
illustrates a sample risk mitigation
table with risk mitigation policies.

Purpose for Managing Rules 
Behind the System

For a business rules system, it is
important to determine, with the
sponsor and stakeholders, whether the
management of rules aims to:

• Deliver shared rules across organiza-
tional boundaries of the stakeholders.

• Resolve undesirable inconsistencies
among discovered rules.

• Identify where it is appropriate for
rules to be inconsistent.

• Resolve inconsistencies in business
objectives.

• Create rules for new processes.

Another important characteristic
of the scoping phase is the planning
for rules management, including
methodology, repository and organiza-
tional infrastructure. This brings us to
the planning phase.

The Planning Phase
Often the planning phase is simply

the last part of the scoping phase.
During planning, you create a project
plan for building the business rules
system. It should include tasks and
deliverables for the following:

• A separation of business-oriented and
IT-oriented communications in order
to shorten requirements gathering.

• A system release strategy that
allows for clean system partitions,
enabling delivery of reasonably
sized, but complete increments of
business value.

• A technology architecture that
accommodates reasonable and con-
tinuous business change.

• A solid data foundation from start
to finish.

There are at least five aspects of
your project plan that are needed to
accommodate a business rules approach. 

The first aspect to consider is the
set of tasks for establishing rule stan-
dards. The second is the set of tasks and
guidelines specifically for discovering,

analyzing, designing and delivering
automated rules as a separately managed
asset. More details on this will be found
in subsequent articles in this series.
The third aspect incorporates the
opportunity to test and deploy business
rules technology.

The fourth new aspect to your
project plan addresses at least four new
roles for dealing with rules. A rules ana-
lyst is responsible for capturing rules
from business conversations, documents
or program code. A rules designer is
responsible for determining where
rules are to be enforced within appli-
cation architecture. A rules implementor
is accountable for coding the executable
rules, although application developers
or database administrators, depending
on where the rules are implemented,
may play this role. A rules integrator or
manager is responsible for analyzing
rules across business events and across
applications to ensure high quality
rules for the organization. The rules
integrator probably also selects and
manages the repository into which
rules are entered and from which rules
are managed.

The fifth new aspect is the set of
tasks for your rules repository. These
include documentation of meta data
and rules repository requirements, a
rule metamodel and the decision on a
rule storage mechanism. You will need
a rules repository user guide and, per-
haps, training materials. If your proj-
ect involves excavating rules from
existing systems, you will need proce-
dures for this and, perhaps, training
materials here also. You may need to
know the priority sequence in which
to seek rules (from people or from
program code). If you are fortunate,
you will include tasks for establishing
a rules stewardship program which
identifies formally the roles in the
organization that accept responsibility
for policy, which leads to responsibility
for rules.

When you have completed these
tasks, you are ready for the discovery
phase.

The Discovery Phase
The discovery phase uncovers

detailed system requirements, but
remains technology-neutral. For ease

of understanding, this series divides
the discovery phase into two pieces.
The first is the discovery of system
behavior. The second is the discovery
of rules and data.

The purpose of discovering system
behavior is to document only the
essential aspects of the system behavior
because these lead you to the discovery
of the underlying data and rules. For
our purposes, essential aspects of system
behavior include five items: the tasks
or activities behind each business
event, the decisions made on behalf of
those tasks or activities, the information
referenced in making those decisions,
the knowledge created or judgments
made by those decisions and, finally,
sample (real or imaginary) event sce-
narios for testing completeness of the
system behavior.

A significant difference in a busi-
ness rules approach emerges when
during the discovery phase, you shift
from discovering system behavior to
unearthing decisions and rules behind
business events. That is, you quickly
shift your focus from events and
processes (the doing aspect) to the
discovery and formal analysis of the
decision making (the intellectual
aspect) behind a business event.

Therefore, the purpose of discov-
ering rules and data is to begin (and
never stop!) capturing rules and also to
solidify the data behind the rules.
Keep in mind that rules discovery will,
and should be, an iterative process. In
a business rules world, rules discovery
essentially, never ends. After all, it is
not really just a phase. You intend to
build an information system designed
to change its rules, add new ones and
retire old ones. So, rules discovery is a
continuous dialog with the business
community, and that’s good.

There is a fundamental shift in
emphasis in an information systems
development methodology that follows
a business rules approach. You start the
discovery process by understanding
only the essentials of system behavior.
You move quickly to discovering the
organizational intelligence behind the
event. From here, you discover the
information referenced and the knowl-
edge created by the event. Finally, you
focus on the processes that employ the
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intelligence. Most other methodolo-
gies start with the processes.

The Analysis Phase
The analysis phase applies disci-

pline to artifacts collected in each
track. Specifically, the steps in the
rules track apply familiar and new
discipline to the rules collection, in
much the same way that data analysis
adds discipline to a collection of data
elements. The methodology steps of
the analysis phase lead you to find rule
inconsistencies and redundancies. It
includes steps for producing rule
dependency chains, which unearth the
essential “thinking flow” that emerges
when you know the rules.

During the analysis phase, you
determine which decisions (and
underlying rules) are to be shared
across organizational and application
boundaries. The important concept to
realize during discovery is that business
events follow policies and require
decisions to be made. When rules
execute, they reference pieces of infor-
mation and may create new pieces of
information, called knowledge, in
order to carry out decisions. All of these
intellectual assets (decisions, rules, base
information and rule-created knowl-
edge) can be shared across organizational
boundaries, with proper analysis,
when appropriate for the business.

The analysis phase includes tasks
for analyzing rules into high-quality
rules sets, creating the logical data
model, creating a rules-enriched logical
data model, assessing the quality of
source data and mining rules from
source systems, if appropriate. You
may validate rules through rules vali-
dation workshops. You make the deci-
sion whether to optimize the rule set
for the business prior to initial rule
implementation or to do so later. Data
conversion specifications are written at
this time.

The Design Phase
Within the rules track, the design

phase includes steps for classifying
rules into types that can be assigned to
implementation options. A rule may
be implemented in the presentation
layer, middle layer, database layer or a
combination of those layers. The rules

design steps lead the rules designer in
determining how to implement those
rules in those layers. Options include
business rules technology, homegrown
code, DBMS stored procedures and
triggers, and so on. 

Therefore, during the design phase,
rules are assigned to the target technology,
the database is designed for its target
technology, rules support within the
DBMS may be designed and application
process flow is designed – tailored –
around rules dependency chains.
Utilities are designed and conversion
specifications become physically oriented.
Target technology is installed, cus-
tomized, tested and ready to go. 

Keep in mind that target technol-
ogy may not be rules-oriented tech-
nology at all. Rather, the design phase
may include the design of shared pro-
gram code to enforce rules (outside or
within the DBMS) and the database
design team may be key players here.
You are aiming for well-managed rules
automation. This ensures that rules
are no longer redundantly (and possi-
bly inconsistently) implemented in
application code.

The Delivery Phase
During the delivery phase, data

definitions are entered into database

technology and perhaps also into rules
technology. Databases are loaded, screens
are created, and rules are defined and
redefined. Users are trained and testing
begins. New and modified rules are
added as needed. The next delivery
increment can then begin. 

A Business Difference
In some respects, this article does

not contain any outrageously new ideas.
Of course, that’s because we have had
to consider all aspects of systems when
we delivered them, no matter what
systems development paradigm we
chose. However, this article proposes
that the rules track, including rules
discovery, analysis, design and delivery,
may make all the difference in the
world to the business itself.

Therefore, your project plan (and
approach) should include the rules-
oriented tasks and roles specified earlier.
These tasks are new tasks or familiar
tasks modified to accommodate the new
rules perspective. Pay special attention
to these tasks because it is within these
tasks that change in philosophy, focus,
techniques and even products comes
into play. It is within these tasks that
very small changes take place. These
small changes, however, bring about the
big differences in the business. These are
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ID Risk Mitigating Policies

The  unintended release of the
identities of member children.

The identities of member children will not be released
to any external person or organization. Every industry-
standard precaution must be taken to safeguard sensitive
customer information. 
We must conform to all country and state security regulations.

R1

Members will not continue to use
the park’s services if they perceive
that entrance times are excessive
or that the pace of game playing
is too slow.

Actual enrollments versus planned must be measured daily.
System response times must be monitored for comparison to
VCI service level standards.
The technical architecture must be scalable and quickly
upgradeable.

R2

Members will not continue to use
the park’s services if they don’t
find the games and other
services enjoyable.

Retain the services of a child-learning consultancy to help
select games and other services.
Develop policies and procedures for measuring
member satisfaction.

R3

Late or non-payment of bills
by customers.

Credit-checking policies, procedures and rules must be
developed to identify guardians who represent a credit risk.

R4

Children attempt to enroll friends. Develop policies and procedures for validating the identities
of external parties during the enrollment process.

R5

Figure 4: A Sample Risk Mitigation Table



the changes that externalize and manage
the policies and rules of the business
so that the business can become what
it wants to become. Information tech-
nology becomes the weapon of change
and not a barrier to future possibilities. 

The business rules differences and
advantages mentioned in this article are:

• During scoping: the planning for
a solid architectural foundation
such that incremental deliveries are
mostly new or changed rule sets.

• During scoping: the business
context for rules, policies as pre-
cursors to rules and purposes for
rules management.

• During planning: steps for discov-
ery, analysis, design and delivery of
rules; business rule technology;
new rules roles; and rules repository.

• During analysis: discipline
applied to rules to check for com-
pleteness, inconsistencies, redun-
dancies, rule dependencies; and
opportunity for sharing rules,
knowledge and information through
a rules-enriched logical data model.

• During design: classification of
rules according to implementation
preference and assigning of rules to
technology types; possible delivery
of shared rule enforcement code. 

Ultimately, a business person
should be able to query a rules repository
in many ways. The repository can
produce a history of the rule – an
explanation of the business objectives it
aims to serve. A business rules approach
puts the business people at the helm of
the business and also at the helm of sys-
tems development. The business people
steer the behavior of resulting systems by
supplying, adding, changing or archiving
rules to effect business change. Business
change then ceases to be disruptive to

systems delivery and to the business itself.
Instead, business change becomes a
proactive, strategic business weapon.
The business rules become the fuel to
energize the business change.

Next month, the third part of this
series digs deeper into the business rules
paradigm shift, discussing some of the
details behind the discovery phase of
business rules systems development. 
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A business rules
approach puts

the business people
at the helm of
the business.
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Road Maps for Business Rules Discovery
Technology alone is rarely, if ever, a silver bullet. Yet

technology deployed with intelligence becomes interesting
and powerful. When you deploy technology so that it exter-
nalizes and manages the thinking or decision-making capacity
of an organization, you empower the business to use that
technology as an extension of intellectual power.

Such is the goal of business rules systems. Parts 1 and 2
of this series defined a business rules system as an automated
system in which the “rules of the business” are separated
(logically, perhaps physically) and shared across data stores,
user interfaces and applications.

Part 2 of this series suggested a business rules approach
should incorporate at least four methodology tracks within six
methodology phases. The four tracks are an application/process/
workflow track, data track, technology track and a rules track.
The six phases (and you can conduct them in parallel to some
extent) are scope, plan, discover, analyze, design and deliver.

This month’s article will provide important insights
into the business rules approach to the discovery phase.

The first phase is the scoping phase, the precursor to
discovery. Scoping is the process of capturing high-level
business requirements and boundaries for a new or enhanced

information system. The discovery phase uncovers detailed
system requirements but remains technology neutral.

Perhaps the most unique aspect of the discovery phase
for a business rules approach is the perception of a business
event as a set of decision-rich activities. That is, in following
a business rules approach, you unravel a business event as a set
of decisions. Moreover, you make sure the decisions occur in
concert with organizational policies. You dissect the decisions
and policies into executable and precise business rules that
guide the business event in a predictable and desirable manner.

This dissection is possible because the rules are the thinking
behind the business event. When a rule executes, it references
pieces of information. A rule may a create a new piece of infor-
mation called knowledge. Decisions, rules, information and
rule-created knowledge are intellectual assets. With proper
analysis, these assets can be shared across organizational bound-
aries when appropriate for the business. All of these intellectual
assets are important focal points in a business rules approach.

To produce the separation of business rules from other
artifacts, this series divides the discovery phase into two
pieces. The first is the discovery of basic system behavior.
The second is the discovery of the underlying rules and
data. During an actual project, you may combine these two
pieces into one discovery effort.



In a business rules approach, the
purpose of discovering basic system
behavior is to document only the
essential aspects at first. These aspects
lead you to the discovery of the under-
lying data and rules. For our purposes,
essential aspects can be determined
using the following steps.

Step 1 – Understand the Business Event
or Its Process. In this step, you aim to
understand the details behind a business
event, but only enough to uncover rules.
You can understand the details by study-
ing response interactions, tasks within
a use case, low-level processes or even
concrete scenarios in search of processes
driven by decision-making activity.

To avoid endless debates, use an
approach that is comfortable for your
audience. Also, remember that you are
not concerned with sequence at this
point; you are looking for a fast path to
the decisions and rules behind the event.

As an example, assume you need
to understand the business event
“admit a child into an Internet theme
park.” A businessperson identifies six
activities behind this event merely to
start the conversation on familiar
ground. The activities are:
• Activity 1: Request login informa-

tion from child.
• Activity 2: Qualify (or identify) child.
• Activity 3: Ask child-specific admis-

sion questions as established by
child’s guardian.

• Activity 4: Determine if child admis-
sion is allowed based on answers to
the questions.

• Activity 5: Determine if child admis-
sion is allowed based on guardian
billing status.

• Activity 6: Send child’s answers to
guardian (for guardian’s reference).

Step 2 – Add Concrete Scenarios. A
concrete scenario is an imaginary or actual
instance of a business event. Listing
scenarios is often a useful and fun way
to start or solidify a conversation about
the business event. Later, concrete
scenarios prove useful for validating the
system and all of its rules.

Your business audience for the
Internet park may propose the following
scenarios for the business event “enroll
child in the park”:

Scenario 1: Mary is a single parent
with a 14-year-old daughter. She wants
to enroll her daughter in all theme park
functions. Her daughter always does her
homework and her chores. Mary merely
wants to ask her daughter, prior to park
admission, if she received any good grades
that day. Her daughter can have one
hour in the game park every day but gets
an extra 30 minutes for every good grade.
Mary is a new customer. We don’t know
if she is a good credit risk or not.
Scenario 2: John and Barb want to en-
roll a 10-year-old boy. He is to be tutored
in reading for 30 minutes a day using the
tutoring function of the park before he
can enter the game park. His reading
skill level is age 8. He can have one hour
of access to the game park per day. John
and Barb are existing customers with
another child enrolled. Past history indi-
cates that they do not have good credit.

Step 3 – Identify the Decisions Behind
the Event. In this series, a decision is a
judgment to be made. Sometimes a
decision is simply the execution of one
rule. For example, if the decision is that
a product is in stock if there is at least
one of the product on the shelf, the
decision is made by executing one
rule. That rule is: If the quantity of the
product on the shelf is greater than
zero, then the product is in stock.

Often, however, a decision results
from the execution of many rules. As
an example, suppose the business adopts
a policy to leave the last 10 products on
the shelf for preferred customers. The
policy may be enforced by two rules, each
of which is compliant with the policy.
One rule states that if you are a preferred
customer, the product is in stock if
there is at least one on the shelf. The other
rule states that if you are not a preferred
customer, the product is in stock only
if there are eleven or more on the shelf,

because the business needs to reserve
the last 10 for preferred customers.

For the Internet theme park exam-
ple, your participants confirm that the
system makes decisions only in Activities
2, 4 and 5. Figure 1 documents the
decisions for Activities 4 and 5.

Discovery of Rules and Data
You are now ready to discover

rules and data. While full details are
beyond the scope of this series, consider
the following steps for discovering
rules and data.

Step 4 – Identify Rules Sources. A rules
source is a place to go to begin to find
rules. A rules source can be a person,
document or program code.

Step 5 – Select a Rules Discovery
Road Map. A rules discovery road map is
a description of the journey you will take
with the rules sources in search of rules.
A rules discovery road map consists of
the rules-related deliverables, a prescrip-
tion for and samples of those deliver-
ables, and steps for how you will travel
from the starting point to a set of rules.

You create a rules discovery road
map because rules do not come to the
surface by themselves. You lead business
experts (or program and data inspectors)
in articulating the rules or in finding
them within documents or code.

You can deploy a mission-policy
road map, which starts with the business
mission, moves to policies and then to
rules. You can craft a use-case-decision
road map, which starts with a use case,
proceeds to decisions and then to
rules. Or, you can choose a process-
decomposition-decision road map,
which begins with a traditional process
decomposition diagram, proceeds to
decisions and then to rules. You can
also create a workflow-decision road
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4 Determine if child admission is allowed Is homework done?
based on answers to the questions. Is chore done?

Is activity done?
Is subject grade acceptable?

5 Determine if child admission is allowed Does guardian have money
based on guardian billing status. sufficient to pay for 

member entrance?

Activity Activity Description Decision

Figure 1: Activities and Decisions



map, which begins with a workflow
deliverable and seeks rules at various
points. A data-analysis-rule road map
starts with the data model and uses it
to search for rules.

For the Internet theme park
example, we will use a version of an
event-decision road map, which starts
with a business event, proceeds to
decisions and then to rules.

Step 6 – Scope the Rules for Discovery.
You must determine the kinds of rules
you want to discover and manage 
formally. You will need rule-naming
conventions. You will also need to decide
how to express rules. 

For the Internet theme park, we
want to manage complex constraints,
guidelines, computations, inferences and
action-enabler rules as standalone rules.
We will store them in a homegrown
rules repository. Rule names will indicate
the classification for a rule (constraint,
guideline, computation, inference or
action-enabler) and the entity or
attribute it most closely governs.

Step 7 – Discover the Rules. This step
simply involves executing your rules
discovery road map.

For the Internet theme park, let’s
look at Activity 5 and the decision
within it: Does guardian have sufficient
money to pay for member entrance?

Starting with constraint rules,
you can ask participants if there are
circumstances that will prevent the
child from entering the park. In this
example, your participants mention
one constraint: the guardian must
have an acceptable billing status to
allow a child entrance to the park. The
details behind a guardian’s billing status
are determined by inference rules. You
can uncover these rules right away or
table them until you move on to dis-
covering inference rules.

When moving on to inference rules,
participants discuss how guardian
billing status can be based on guardian
payment method, guardian credit and
amount of prepaid hours. This leads to
the four inference rules in Figure 2.

You next seek guideline rules. Your
participants find no circumstances
that give rise to warnings. Therefore,
as yet, there are no guideline rules.

You seek computation rules. It
seems likely that “guardian prepaid
hours” and “member theme park
allowed time” may be computed values.
You will need to uncover the compu-
tation rules for these values.

Finally, you search for action
enablers that initiate external events.
In these examples, there are none. 

Figure 2 captures Activity 5, its
underlying decision, preliminary rules
behind each the decision and the
classification of each rule.

Step 8 – Authenticate the Rules. To
authenticate the rules, you must make
sure the rules are positioned to guide
all relevant business behavior. Specifically,
make sure the rules are active where the
business leaders want them to be and
congruent with the business context.
Authenticating rules should be part of a
rules stewardship program.

Essentially, there are two important
aspects in authenticating rules. The
first is full rule jurisdiction. A rule’s
jurisdiction refers to the territory in
which the rule guides behavior so that
common business objectives are more
likely to be achieved. The jurisdiction
can be expressed as:
• Geographical locations where the

rule is relevant (such as by state,
country, continent)

• Political boundaries within which
the rule is relevant (such as corporate,
division, department)

• Types of actors for which the rule is
relevant (such as preferred customers,
undesirable customers)

The second aspect in authenticating
rules is parties whose consensus is
required to approve or change rules.
These may be regulatory agencies, the
overall enterprise, divisions, organiza-
tional representatives or end customers.

For the Internet theme park, all
participants agree that all of the
guardian billing status rules should be
enforced for all guardians and all
members in all locations.

The member services and finance
departments need to approve rules and
rule changes.

Step 9 – Give the Rules Business Value.
You now drive the business context of
the rules to completion. If possible, tie
each rule to the policies it implements.
Doing so allows future analysis of policies
(do they continue to support changing
objectives, for example) as well as analysis
of rules (do they, in fact, support those
policies).

In the absence of formal policies,
consider connecting rules to common
business motivations. For example, why
is the organization enforcing or suggest-
ing a specific rule? Possible reasons are to:
• Comply with regulatory mandates
• Bring value (delight) to the customer
• Increase revenue
• Increase profit
• Minimize risk
• Open new opportunities

For example, suppose you have a
rule that allows a preferred customer
to take the last item on a shelf. This
rule exists not for compliance to regu-
latory requirements, but to delight
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Guardian billing status must acceptable for member park entrance. Constraint

If guardian payment method is credit and guardian credit rating is good, then Inference
guardian-billing status is sufficient for member park entrance.

If guardian credit rating code is “A,” then guardian credit rating is good. Inference

If guardian is VCI employee, then guardian credit rating is good. Inference

If guardian payment method is prepay and guardian prepaid hours  >= member Inference
theme park allowed time, then guardian billing status is sufficient for member entrance.

Guardian prepaid hours is computed as...(to be determined). Computation

Child allowed time in park is computed as...(to be determined). Computation

Rule Rule

Activity 5: Determine if admission is allowed based on guardian billing status.
Decision: Is guardian-billing status sufficient to pay for member entrance?

Figure 2: Decision-Rules Table



the customer. If someone requests a
change to that rule, the rules steward
should evaluate the change as to
whether it has a positive or negative
impact on delighting the customer or
whether the idea of delighting the
customer is no longer a priority.

Step 10 – Define Terms Behind the
Rules. A term is noun or noun phrase
with an agreed-upon definition. If you
are a data professional, you recast terms
into entities and attributes. Examples of
terms are: customer, customer credit
code and customer total dollar amount.

For the Internet theme park, there
is a rule as follows: Input member
login ID must be in the set of Member
Login IDs.This rule contains two terms:
• Member: a person between the

ages of 11 and 14 who is enrolled in
Park Services (probably an entity in
the data model)

• Member login ID: a preassigned
character string that uniquely iden-
tifies a Member to the park system
(probably an attribute of Member).

Step 11 – Uncover Facts Behind the
Rules. A fact is a complete statement
connecting terms (via verbs or prepo-
sitions) into sensible, business-relevant
observations. If you are a data profes-
sional, you recast facts as relationships
among entities or as the association of
an attribute to an entity. Examples of
facts are “customer places order,” “cus-
tomer qualifies for a credit code” and
“customer is worth a customer total
dollar amount.” Facts can be difficult to
find. You may not find them until a data
analyst builds the detailed data model.

Revisiting the Internet theme
park, consider the following rule: If
guardian payment method is credit
and guardian credit rating is good,
then guardian billing status is suffi-
cient for park entrance. This rule’s
underlying facts seem to be:
• Guardian “is assigned” guardian

payment method (probably a base fact,
entered by someone with authority).

• Guardian payment method can be
“credit” (may become a domain
constraint).

• Guardian “qualifies” guardian credit
rating (probably a base fact, entered
by someone with authority).

• Guardian “earns” guardian billing
status (inferred fact, value is created
by a rule).

• Guardian billing status can be
“sufficient for park entrance” (may
become a domain constraint).

Step 12 – Begin to Develop a Term/Fact
Model or Detailed Logical Data
Model. A term/fact model is a represen-
tation of the terms and facts comprising
the vocabulary of the business, where
the vocabulary is used to express rules.
Alternately, and more commonly, you
may develop a detailed logical data model
of entities, attributes and relationships.

Step 13 – Tie Each Rule to Information
it References. Remember that a rule
references pieces of information to deter-
mine compliance to a constraint, com-
pliance to a guideline, compute a for-
mula or qualification for an inferred-
knowledge or action-enabler rule. In
your rules repository, associate each
rule to those pieces of information (or
knowledge that has been created by
another rule) that the rule references.
Doing so allows you to perform impact
analysis should any of those pieces of
information change in any way.

Step 14 – Tie Each Rule to the Know-
ledge it Materializes. A subtle, but most
valuable aspect of rules is that rules can
create information called knowledge.
You now associate each rule with the
knowledge it creates, if any.

A computation rule creates a
value for the computed attribute. An
inferred-knowledge rule creates an
existence of an entity, sets a flag or sets
another attribute value. Guidelines,
constraints and action-enablers create
a truth-value (a yes or no indicator
denoting whether or not the constraint
or guideline is violated or the conditions
for action are met). An atomic rule 
creates only one piece of new information
or knowledge. Tie each rule to the
knowledge it creates again so you can
perform impact analysis. This will prove
useful as you move into rule analysis.

Step 15 – Add Concrete Scenarios for
Completeness Testing. In Step 2, you
began to collect a list of scenarios. At
the end of the discovery phase, create

a matrix correlating scenarios to the
rules tested by each one. For rules not
tested by any scenarios, craft addition-
al scenarios to ensure completeness.

During rules discovery, you dig
deeper into tasks, looking for knowl-
edge-intensive activities where decisions
are made or computations executed.
The activities themselves and their
sequence are not yet important.
Decisions and rules take priority as
they represent executable thinking.
Activities and execution sequence will
wrap around the rules later.

Discovery ends where it begins –
with business context. In this way, you
solidify the reason for a rule’s exis-
tence, the motivation behind instituting
it and the value it is expected to deliver
to the business. After all, every rule
costs money. Every rule should earn its
keep. Every rule is an instrument of
business change and an element of
organizational intelligence.

Without a business rules approach,
these requirements have always been
addressed, but not as artifacts separate
from data and process. If we separate
the rules from other artifacts, we will
be able to perform more advanced
analysis of them and leverage new rules-
oriented technology.  A formal approach
to fully understanding and managing
business rules is very important to the
intelligent enterprise.

Next month, this series continues
by looking at the inclusion of inferred
knowledge in data models as well as
the ingredients of rules analysis, such
as rule dependencies and rule patterns.
Interesting opportunities arise when
you position your organization to
analyze its rules. This analysis enables
an organization to fine-tune its deci-
sion-making capabilities and even
redefine itself.

Acknowledgment: The material in this article
is adapted from an upcoming book to be published by
Wiley & Sons in 2001. Significant contributions to
the content came from Janet Wall, Art Moore, Linda
(Jeney) Nieporent and Neville Haggerty.
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By Barbara von Halle

Perhaps an appropriate title for this
article could be: A Romance with

a Hidden Dimension. Borrowing from
the adventure in Flatland (Abbot,
Edwin A.,1952), a person who sees the
world in one dimension will see only
lines. For instance, a three-dimensional
object such as a coin, viewed from the
edge of the table (a one-dimensional
view) ceases to appear as a cylinder
(three dimensions) or an oval (two
dimensions). It appears as a straight
line (one dimension). So, too, any figure,
viewed in this manner appears as a
line. The object’s other dimensions,
while still present, remain hidden.

A person who sees the world in
two dimensions will, in fact, see more
than lines. Such a person can discern
triangles, squares and other similar
figures. Specifically, such a person
would view the coin from above the
table and discern it as a circle. It is
interesting that a one-dimensional

viewer and a two-dimensional viewer
can be looking at the same object, and
each sees it differently. Even more
intriguing is that the two-dimensional
viewer has no means by which to
communicate the circular essence of the
coin to the one-dimensional viewer
who knows nothing of circles.

Taking this one step further, a
three-dimensional viewer will see the
penny as a cylinder, complete with
length, width and depth. Likewise,
such a viewer is at a loss to describe
depth to the two-dimensional viewer
or to describe width and depth to the
one-dimensional viewer.

Think of rules as a third dimen-
sion of a business information system.
Historically, the first dimension was
the process dimension. We viewed sys-
tems as (mostly) process only. The
good news is that we developed and
utilized methodologies and techniques
for analyzing processes. In fact, we

became experts at the process dimen-
sion and built powerful computers to
perform processes.

The second dimension was the
data dimension. We began to view
systems as a combination of process
and data. The good news again is that
once we could view the data dimension,
we developed methodologies and tech-
niques for analyzing data. Some of us
became experts at the data dimension.
We built powerful DBMS products to
perform data-specific manipulation.

Parts 1 through 3 of this series have
given you a glimpse of rules as their own
dimension. If you can perceive the rules,
you can see that the rule dimension is
not the same as the process and data
dimensions. In fact, the rule dimension
adds depth to your two-dimensional
view of a system. If you can perceive the
rules dimension, you are ready to find
a use for methodologies and techniques
for analyzing rules. You may be ready
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to adopt or develop new technology for
executing rules. 

Introduction to Analysis
Part 2 of this series introduced the

idea that a business rules approach
encompasses a rules track. The focus of
the rules track is to distinguish the set
of computations, constraints, inferences,
guidelines and action-enabling rules
that utilize the information to guide
actions. Part 2 also described the phases
of a business rules approach. 

Rules analysis, however, is where the
rules dimension really becomes intrigu-
ing. In general, the analysis phase applies
discipline to artifacts collected in each
track. Specifically, the analysis steps in
the rules track apply familiar and new
discipline to the rules collection, in much
the same way that data analysis adds
discipline to a collection of data elements.

The Beginning of Rules Analysis
You are ready to begin rules

analysis when you have collected a set
of rules which you now can study and
improve. You may have collected these
rules from people, program code, data-
base constructs, procedures manuals or
a combination of these sources.

The deliverables from rules analysis
should be a set of business rules manage-
ment procedures and a logical rules
model. At the core of rules analysis is
the set of steps, techniques, guidelines
and tools for turning a set of discovered
rules into a logical rules model. 

In this series, a logical rules model
consists of three key deliverables. The
first is the set of rules expressed in
standard terms and facts and analyzed
for logical rule quality or semantic
integrity. The second is a table or
diagram depicting rule-dependency
relationships. The third is a table or
diagram correlating rules to the data or
knowledge each references and creates.

Semantic Integrity
Many of you have criteria by which

you judge a logical data model to be of
high (semantic) quality. So, too, can
you develop criteria by which to judge
rules to be of high (semantic) quality.
After all, every rule costs money. It
costs money to think of it, document
it, analyze it, optimize it, automate it,

challenge it, trace it and change it.
Following are the seven criteria against
which to measure each rule:
1. Relevant/justified: Each rule must

be essential to the target scope of
analysis.

2. Atomic: Each rule must represent
one thought such that an actor
(human or electronic) can apply the
rule in guiding behavior.

3. Declarative: Each rule must pre-
scribe a decision or computation
rather than dictate a procedure for
performing and enforcing the deci-
sion or computation.

4. Intelligible/precise: The rule’s
intended audience must understand
it such that the rule is predictable
and repeatable in its usage.

5. Complete: Each rule must possess
all intellectual properties necessary
for its usage.

6. Reliable: Each rule must originate
from a source authorized to decide
that the rule is as the business desires.

7. Authentic: As each rule is copied
into various forms (natural language,
templates, declarative specifications,
executable code), each representation
must remain faithful to the original
intent of the rule.

There are three criteria against
which to measure a collection of rules.
The rules must be:
1. Complete: All rules necessary to

protect the integrity of related
business events are present.

2. Unique/non-redundant/minimal:
There are no uncontrolled redun-
dant rules.

3. Consistent: A rule set does not
knowingly contain contradictions
within itself.

Figure 1 illustrates when and how
in a business rules methodology you
can address each of the ten criteria for
rule quality.

An Introduction to Rule Patterns
It is not possible in one article to

present all details behind all steps in
rules analysis. Of interest, however, is
the use of rule patterns for analyzing
certain criteria for rule quality. For the
purpose of this article, consider that an
entity and a rule pattern are similar in
nature, although one deals with data
and the other with rules. 

In this context, think of an entity
in a logical data model as a prescrip-
tion for organizing atomic data attributes
where the business is interested in stor-
ing and managing instances of the entity.
Then, think of a rule pattern as a pre-
scription for organizing atomic rules
where the business is interested in storing
and managing instances of the rule pat-
tern. An example will make this clear.

Figure 2 is a rule-pattern table. In
its left-most columns, it depicts those
rule clauses that represent the conditions
in a rule (the IF clauses). In its right-
most column, it depicts the one rule
clause that is the result of the rule (the

Semantic Rule   Phase in Which This How You Can Achieve It
Quality Criteria  Criteria is Addressed
Relevant/justified Scoping and Rules Discovery • Selection of stakeholders

• Correlation of rules to business motivation
• Business metrics for measuring 
   a rule’s effectiveness

Atomic Rules Analysis Guidelines for expressing rules

Declarative Rules Discovery and Rules Analysis Rule templates

Intelligible/precise Rules Discovery and Rules Analysis • Rule templates
• Correlation to data and knowledge

Reliable Rules Discovery and Rules Analysis Rules stewardship

Authentic Rules Discovery, Rules Analysis, Rules Rules management
Design, Rules Implementation

Rule set completeness  Rules Analysis • Rule patterns
• Correlation to data and knowledge

Rule set uniqueness/ Rules Analysis Rule patterns
non-redundancy/
minimality

Rule set consistency Rules Analysis Rule patterns

Figure 1: Tips on How to Improve the Quality of Rules and Rule Sets 
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THEN clause). A proper rule-pattern
table, by definition, contains only one
result column because an atomic rule
has only one result. 

A proper rule-pattern table, by
definition, also contains columns only
for those conditions that are mandatory.
That is, a proper rule table does not allow
nulls in its conditional columns. This too
will become clear by studying Figure 2.

The first column in the sample
rule-pattern table contains the rule ID
for convenience. The second and third
columns in this rule pattern table contain
the conditions in the rule while the
fourth column depicts the rule’s one
result. The conditions and results are

comprised of rule clauses.
Notice that Figure 2 is populated

with two atomic rules. Each rule has
the same pattern to its conditions, and
each rule shares the same pattern for
its result. However, the instances of
those patterns vary for each rule. 

Rule patterns are interesting
because they provide a visual mecha-
nism for achieving two analysis goals.
The first goal is the separation of the
conditions of the rule from the result
of the rule. The second goal is the
abstraction of those conditions and
results into to a general expression of
the rule’s structure. By abstracting
individual rules into a general but pre-

cise rule structure, you are able to
examine more easily the semantic
integrity of those rules that conform
to the same rule structure and across
rule structures. For example, you can
easily analyze each rule clause and each
rule for a given rule structure against
the whole set of rules in that structure
to ensure that the set adheres to the
semantic quality criteria. Let’s look at
the ideas behind rule-pattern analysis.

Rule-Pattern Analysis
To better understand how to

analyze rule patterns, consider Figure
3. Figure 3 contains rules collected by
a rules analyst during a rules-facilitated
session. For simplicity, other rules such
as constraints, action-enablers and
computations are not shown.

If you gather into one preliminary
rule-pattern table all of the rules in
Figure 3, you will create Figure 4. In
Figure 4, all of the rules share the
same result, but some conditions are
null because they do not apply to
every rule instance in the table. (Other
rules classifications, such as constraints,
action-enablers, guidelines and compu-
tations also can be expressed in rule-
pattern tables.) You can reduce Figure
4 to proper rule patterns, as shown in
Figures 5, 6 and 7.

It is interesting to note that while
an organization (or subset of an organ-
ization) may operate with many thou-
sands of rules, the number of rule
patterns should be significantly less.
The same holds in the data world. That
is, while an organization may operate
with many entity instances, the number
of entity types is significantly smaller.
Also consider that an interesting con-
struct for analysis is the rule pattern.

Using rule patterns, you can
improve the quality of your collection
of rules.
● Blatantly redundant rules within

one rule pattern can become obvious.
● Overlapping rules (a subtle form of

possible rule redundancy) can be
detected through cross-rule pattern
analysis if you group rule patterns
together appropriately. 

● Inconsistencies within one rule pat-
tern can become visible.

● Completeness within a rule pattern
can be assessed. You can determine

IF  AND THEN 
Rule ID Guardian.credit-rating-code Guardian.special-deal-flag Guardian.good-credit-flag 

Test rule 1 =  A =  No =  Yes

Test rule 2 =  B =  Yes =  Yes

Figure 2: Sample Rule-Pattern Table

Rule ID Rule Classification Rule

R2 Inference If Guardian.credit-rating-code = A
then Guardian.good-credit-flag = yes

R9 Inference If guardian.credit-rating-code not = A
and guardian.special-deal-flag = yes 
then guardian.good-credit-flag = yes

R10 Inference If guardian.credit-rating-code = B
then guardian.good-credit-flag = yes

R11 Inference If guardian.credit-rating-code = A,
then guardian.good-credit-flag= no

R12 Inference If guardian.credit-rating-code = A
and Business-Party.ID In Park-Ranger 
then Guardian.good-credit-flag = yes

Figure 3: A Collection of Rules

IF AND AND THEN 
Rule Guardian.credit- Guardian.special- Business- Guardian.good-
ID rating-code deal-flag Party.ID credit-flag

R2 = A = Yes
R9 Not = A = Yes = Yes
R10 = B = Yes
R11 = A = No
R12 = A In Park Ranger = Yes

Figure 4: An Improper Rule-Pattern Table 

Rule IF THEN
ID Guardian.credit-rating-code Guardian.good-credit-flag

R2 = A = Yes

R10 = B = Yes

R11 = A = No

Figure 5: Rule Pattern 1
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whether all necessary clauses are
present. You can also determine
whether there are instances for
every combination and permutation
of rule-clause values. 

Rule patterns are only one technique
for conducting rules analysis. You can
also enhance rule completeness by revis-
iting your rule-enriched logical data
model for missing constraint rules. 

Rule-Enriched Logical Data Model
A rule-enriched logical data

model represents a natural evolution
of a traditional logical data model.
Therefore, data analysis and modeling
is different for a business rules system
in two ways. First, the deliverable is a
rule-enriched logical data model which
contains data structures for base, non-
derivable, persistent information as
well as information materialized through
the execution of rules. Information
materialized through rules is either
computed by a computation rule or
inferred by an inferred knowledge rule. 

This does not imply that the
information materialized by rules is
made persistent in the physical data-
base design. The rule-enriched logical
data model does, however, represent
the rule-materialized information
from a logical and semantic perspective
as input to the database design process.
These rule-materialized pieces of
information are truly business assets.
They should have names, definitions
and domains and should be shareable
across the enterprise when appropriate.

The second unique aspect of data
modeling for a business rules system
relates to rules gathering. Most logical
data modeling methodologies include
steps and techniques for capturing the
basic integrity constraints (a subset of
rules) about the data model. These are
sometimes referred to as structural

constraints. Most often, these include
primary key constraints, alternate
key constraints, relationship referen-
tial constraints, relationship and
attribute optionality constraints, and
attribute domain constraints. Most
logical data modeling methodologies
leave other kinds of constraints 
(multiattribute constraints, multientity
constraints) to the application devel-
opment methodology. 

A difference in the business rules
approach is that the logical data mod-
eling methodology complements the
rules analysis methodology by specifi-
cally capturing all data integrity con-
straints – some in the data structure,
but most in the corresponding rules.

Consider the basic (very simple)
entity-relationship model in Figure 8.
Suppose a rules analyst has gathered
the rules in Figure 9 that will execute
against the model.

Carefully study Figure 10, which
depicts a rule-enriched logical data

model. Notice that it contains addi-
tional attributes (and could contain
additional entities and relationships)
that represent values materialized by
rules. The values of these are known
through execution of rules. Therefore,
these are not pieces of basic information,
but pieces of knowledge. Knowledge
results from application of logic to infor-
mation. Consequently, a rule-enriched
logical data model is a step beyond
information management and a step
closer to knowledge management.

Notice, too, that rules have been
added to the model. The rules are
numbered, but also named according
to the entity they pertain to, a descrip-
tive word and a rule-related classword
depicting the classification of the rule.
Each rule is normalized to an entity
where normalization is based on the
data value or truth value (for con-
straints) the rule materializes. This
kind of discipline results in very pre-
dictable rule-enriched (knowledge-
enriched) models. A rule-enriched
model provides a database designer
and a rule designer with a common
ground for designing the best imple-
mentation options for the rules and
the data. The design should become
the joint responsibility of a rules
designer and a database designer, both
working from one deliverable.

The business rules approach advo-
cates the tremendous amount of business

Customer Order
Customer-ID
Order-Limit-Amt
Credit-Code

Order-ID
Customer_ID (fk)

Figure 8: Basic Entity-Relationship Model

Rule ID Rule Classification Rule in Natural Language

R1 Computation The total dollar amount for a customer order is computed as the 
sum of the line item amounts plus tax plus shipping and handling.

R2 Constraint The total dollar amount for a customer order must be less than
the customer order limit amount.

R3 Constraint A customer must not have more than 10 unpaid orders.

R4 Constraint An order must be for a known customer.

R5 Inferred Knowledge If the customer is a preferred customer, the order discount 
amount is 20%.

R6 If the customer has poor credit history, the order cannot be 
shipped until the order is paid.

Figure 9: Sample Rules

Rule IF  AND THEN
ID Guardian.credit-rating-code Guardian.special-deal-flag Guardian.good-credit-flag

R9 Not = A = Yes = Yes

Figure 6: Rule Pattern 2

Rule IF  AND THEN
ID Guardian.credit-rating-code Business-Party.ID Guardian.good-credit-flag

R12 = A In Park Ranger = Yes

Figure 7: Rule Pattern 3
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value in analyzing rules. After all, the
rules of the business represent its
decision-making capacity and govern
how the business behaves with respect to
its internal people and external partners
and customers. The rules are a strong
basis for business process reengineering
as well as the transformation of systems
from one technology to another.

Through rules analysis, you can
assist the business experts in crafting
high-quality rule sets following disci-
plined approaches. Rule patterns are
just one possible technique. 

Some of you may feel very com-
fortable with the rules dimension
knowing that high-quality rules, like
high-quality data, are atomic, declara-
tive, intelligible, precise, reliable and
authentic, and that high-quality rule sets
are complete, unique and consistent.

Therefore, whatever rules tech-
niques you apply, you need to decompose
composite rules into atomic ones,
express them in templates and common

vocabulary, remove rule redundancies,
resolve rule overlaps, resolve rule
inconsistencies, make sure each rule
pattern is intellectually complete and
make sure the entire set of rules with-
in a rule pattern is complete. This is
similar to the attention you give to a
set of data attributes.

This article does not cover the
impact of rules analysis on process and
workflow analysis. Specifically, not
only do you want to analyze rules for
semantic quality, you also want to be
sure you understand how rules depend
on each other (possible execution
chains). One rule depends on another if
the first rule requires the materialized
value of the second rule. Rule depend-
encies provide essential sequence as
input to process and workflow analysis.

A final step in rules analysis, not
covered in this article, is returning to
the business motivation. Specifically,
many steps in rules analysis ensure
that the rules you collected make

semantic sense as a whole. However,
you need also to make sure that the
rules are consistent with business
motivation such as policies, objectives
and risk mitigation. Your rules analy-
sis should conclude by revising the
connection between the resulting
high-quality collection of rules and
the business motivations the rules
intend to support and achieve.

As a final thought, consider the
analysts working on the system. Do they
view the system through one-, two- or
three-dimensional eyes? Whether or not
a person sees the rules dimension may
be intriguing. The truth is that as with
previously hidden dimensions, the rules
dimension has always been there and
always will be there. Without the ability
to see it, you don’t have the ability to
analyze and leverage it. You will be
missing a major part of the vision.

Next month is the last installment
of this series. It will discuss design
considerations with emphasis on rule
design opportunities. 
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Wiley & Sons in 2001. Significant contributions to the
content came from Janet Wall, Art Moore, Linda
(Jeney) Nieporent and Neville Haggerty.

Barbara von Halle is the founder of Knowledge
Partners, Inc (www.kpiusa.com), a consulting company
specializing in information architecture, data ware-
housing and business rules systems development.
Von Halle has also been a strategic consultant and
journalist. She co-authored The Handbook of
Relational Database Design and co-edited The
Handbook of Data Management. She can be
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Customer Order
Customer-ID
Order-Limit-Amt
Credit-Code

R3: Cust_Orders_Constraints

Order-ID
Customer_ID (fk)
Tot_Dollar_Amt
Discount_Amt
Ship_Flag

R1: Total_Dollar_Amt-Computation
R2: Total_Dollar_Amt_Constraint
R4: Customer_Constraint
R5: Discount_Amt_Inferred
R6: Ship_Flag_Inferred

Figure 10: Sample Rule-Enriched Data Model
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By Barbara von Halle

Exciting Differences 
in Business Rules Design

This is the final installment of this
series on business rules systems devel-
opment. However, the truth is that the
most exciting part of the series has only
just begun. By following a business
rules design approach, you will unleash
your business community’s decision-
making capabilities. You will enable it
to change its mind as it sees fit. 

What is a Business Rules 
Design Approach?

A business rules approach, when
compared to other systems development
approaches, places deliberate emphasis,
importance and formalism on the rules
of the business and, hence, the deliv-
ery of rules within corresponding sys-
tem logic.

This means designing at least
three parts of the system (process or

control flow, database and rules). It
means integrating these three distinct
designs into a system that works. So,
what is new about designing for a
business rules approach?

For starters, you don’t want to
bury rules within application-specific,
nonshareable code, where you cannot
leverage them (and change them) as
separately managed software.

Thus, the first difference in design
philosophy is that you aim to imple-
ment the rules in a manner that separates
them from “traditional” application
logic. This means you house the rules
in rule-specific commercial technology
or build your own rules capability. In
this way, the rules are shareable across
applications and components.

The second difference is that you
favor changeable rule implementations
over rigid ones. You can achieve this
by implementing rules in declarative
language where possible. You also

enable future rule changes by delivering
flexible data structures. That is, you
want to deliver databases capable of
easily accommodating new kinds of
services, products, people and other
aspects important to business change.

Is a Generic Approach Possible?
In 1989, Candace Fleming and I

published a book entitled, Handbook
of Relational Database Design (Addison-
Wesley Longman). It documents a
methodology for designing effective,
practical databases using imperfect
relational DBMS products. At that
time, the relational model was 19
years old. Some relational products
were quite mature while others were
new and less mature. There were
products that claimed to be relational
even if they weren’t. However, with the
relational model as an ideal imple-
mentation target, there was a solid
direction. The generic relational data-
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base design methodology, by holding
sacred the qualities of the relational
model, assists in delivering useful
databases, regardless of relational
product. When database designers
apply the generic relational database
design methodology, they enhance it
with product-specific considerations
at each step.

A new question surfaces. Is it
possible (or even desirable) to devise a
generic business rules design approach?
After all, some rules products are quite
mature. Others are new and less
mature. Some claim to be business-
rules-oriented when they’re not. New
rules products are emerging. There are
many valuable ideas about rules from
the field of knowledge engineering,
active database research, business rules
groups, the relational model and even
object-oriented communities. However,
there is no universal “rule standard”
against which software vendors design
new releases and against which you
can confidently measure the merits of
your rules design solution. 

As a result, rules products today
(and in the future) will vary signifi-
cantly in how they deliver a rules 
capability. While this makes the market-
place confusing, there is good news.
Fortunately, many common principles
of a business rules approach emerge
across vendors and products, even
without a standard. Four of these prin-
ciples are summarized in Figure 1 and
serve as the foundation for the generic
design approach.

From Generic to Specific
It helps to review the generic rela-

tional database design methodology as

a framework by which to craft a corol-
lary in the rules world. The generic
relational database design methodology
starts by translating a logical data
model into a product-independent
design targeted for relational database
technology. This is called a preliminary
database design. This design is faithful
to the structure and integrity of the
logical data model; however, it builds
on the simplicity, productivity and
flexibility advantages of relational data-
base technology while remaining inde-
pendent of your choice of RDBMS.
You adopt the preliminary design to
your product environment. Finally,
you tune it to accommodate function-
ality and performance requirements.

As a parallel, the generic rules
design methodology translates a logical
rules model into a product-independent
rules design targeted for delivering a
rules capability into your system. This
is called preliminary rules design. It
remains faithful to the rule dependencies
and integrity of the logical rules model.
However, it builds on the simplicity,
productivity and flexibility advantages
of a business rules approach. 

You next adopt the preliminary
rules design to your product environ-
ment. Your target technology may be

not rules-oriented technology at all.
You may design shared program code
to enforce rules (outside or within the
DBMS). The database design team may
be a key player here. You are aiming
for well-managed rule automation.
This ensures that rules are no longer
redundantly (and possibly inconsis-
tently) implemented in application
code. Ultimately, you tune your rules
design to accommodate functionality
and performance requirements.

Always keep in mind, however,
that you are likely to measure the suc-
cess of your design not by performance
alone and not by how correctly it
reflects current business requirements.
Rather, the business will measure your
system’s success by how easily it
accommodates business changes and
future needs. The ability to accommo-
date database changes was one advantage
of relational database technology. The
ability to accommodate changes in rules
(business policy logic) is now an advan-
tage with the business rules approach.

The Rules Design Process
Because a design goal is to intro-

duce a rules capability into your system
architecture, the rules design process
consists of at least four considerations:
specifications of how the rules capa-
bility functions, the assignment of
rules to a system tier, detailed specifi-
cations on how each rule is imple-
mented in its target tier and insights
into how all layers communicate with
the rules capability.

A Basic Design Approach for Rules
■ Step 1: Confirm your architecture
but sharpen it with a rules capability.
No one doubts that for many reasons a
three-tiered architecture (i.e., presen-
tation layer, business logic layer and
data layer) is preferable over a tradi-
tional two-tiered approach. However,
to leverage a rules approach, you need
to look deeper than this. Specifically,
you need to recognize that the business
logic layer may, in fact, contain two
kinds of functionality. The traditional
functionality is that which controls
the specific process flow for the target
application. The new functionality is a
capability or layer that manages exe-
cution of shared rules on behalf of

Principle Text Why

Separate Separate rules from traditional • You can share, reuse and easily change 
application logic. rules across application boundaries.

• Developer productivity is
significantly improved. 

Trace Trace rules to their implementations • You can perform impact analysis and 
(human or electronic). enable easier rule changes.

Externalize Externalize rules to business and • You can analyze and improve the rules.
technical people. 

Position Prepare the rules for change. • The company can grow smarter.

Figure 1: Four Basic Principles as the Basis for Business Rules System Design

By following a 
business rules design

approach, you will
unleash your business 
community’s decision-
making capabilities.
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applications. This is analogous to a layer
that manages access and manipulation
of shared data.

■ Step 2: Determine the basic
requirements for your rules layer.
Once you accept the need for a rules
capability, you decide on the functional
and technical requirements that will
best service your application. Do this
regardless of whether you will buy a
product or build a simple rules capa-
bility yourself.

As a very general view, consider
that there are two very different kinds
of rules capabilities.

One is a data-oriented rules capability
through which a rules component
executes rules in response to a running
application touching data for which
rules have been declared. With this
approach, as an application attempts
to update data, the rules capability
watches for conditions that must be
true about the data as well as conditions
that should cause a reaction, such as the
creation of new data. The data-oriented
rules capability watches out for the
complex conditions specified in rules.

Another kind of rules capability is
a service-oriented rules capability through
which a rules component executes rules
upon request by a running application,
not because the application directly
attempted to touch data. In this case,
the rules service waits until an appli-
cation calls on it to apply rules to data.
Usually, the application passes the data
to the rules service. The rules service
may also retrieve and update data from
a database. The rules service executes
the rules and sends the results of the
rules execution back to the calling
application. The application can then
decide to abort the transaction, update
the database or carry out other actions. 

It is entirely possible that your
system may benefit from more than
one kind of rules capability. 

■ Step 3: Determine if you will
acquire a commercial rules product.
Once you determine the requirements
for your rules layer, you need to deter-
mine if you will buy it or build it.

Consider past history. How many
of us followed good database design
principles (principles based on the

merits of the relational model), and
then implemented our design in non-
relational database products? It is not
impossible to do, but it certainly is
not easy. You cannot easily gain all the
benefits of relational technology.

The same is true when you take a
business rules approach. You can fol-
low good rules design principles where
those principles are based on the merits
of the business rules approach. To
implement them without rules tech-
nology is not impossible, but it is not
easy either. And, full benefits may not
be easily attainable.

Refer to Figure 2 for a summary
of the benefits of a business rules
approach. Notice how many of the
benefits are enabled by commercial
rules technology.

■ Step 4: If you will not buy a rules
product, determine your approach
for incorporating a rules capability
into your system design. There may
be many reasons why you cannot
incorporate rules technology right
now. You can still design your system

with rules in mind, but you have to be
diligent about separating the rules or
you will lose them again. 

One way to achieve rules separa-
tion is to simulate a simple rules capa-
bility. Introduce into your application
architecture a new kind of service or
component targeted specifically for
managing rules execution and nothing
else. That is, design for and imple-
ment object classes that exist primari-
ly to execute rules. The more you sep-
arate these rules-oriented object class-
es from application-specific object
classes, the more shareable the exe-
cutable versions of the rules will be.
You can design these rules-oriented
object classes to simulate a (simple)
data-centric rules capability or a (sim-
ple) service-oriented rules capability.

If you choose not to create rules-
specific object classes, you will build
your application with application-
specific object classes that contain
executable rules as parts of the methods.
This does not deliver a rules capability
that is separate from the application.

Business Rules Activity How Achieved

Capture data, process and rules as separate kinds of requirements.

Tie rules to business motivation (goals, objectives, strategy) and mechanisms
for measuring related progress.

Analyze data, process and rules according to specific techniques to improve
their quality.

Drive data from rules.

Wrap process around rules.

Capture, publish and manage rules through a repository.

Establish a rule-stewardship program in line with business process 
re-engineering initiatives.

Mine business rules from legacy code.

Conduct rules analysis.

Compare rules to business motivations (mission, objectives, goals, etc.).

Reduce lines of code (by not writing detailed code for managing rules execution). 

Test rules or rule sets before full data is available and before full application is
available if using rules layer. 

Share existing rules instead of coding them redundantly if using rules layer.

Execute rules automatically through rules layer. 

Discover and evolve new rule sets.

Force a single point of rules specification. 

Ensure traceability of a business requirement rule to its implementation.

Test rules independent of full data and application testing.

Deliver flexible data structures.

Separate the rules layer. Doing so allows rules to interface to multiple
technologies.

Separate the rules layer. Doing so enables migrations from an older technology 
to a newer technology.

Business Rules Discovery
and Analysis

Business Rules 
Implementation with 
Rules Technology

Benefit

Delivers crisper business
requirements with better
business  communications.

Provides an avenue for
improving decision making.

Enables incremental 
systems delivery.

Delivers a system that is a
an instrument of change,
not a hindrance to it.

Enables consistent rules 
enforcement across 
technology environments.

Positions the organization 
for technology evolution.

Externalizes organizational
knowledge.

Substantially increases
initial development
productivity.

Figure 2: Summary of Benefits of the Business Rules Approach
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■ Step 5: Determine the system
tier in which to enforce rules.
Assuming that you included a rules
capability (commercial or homegrown),
you now need to assign rules to appro-
priate system tiers for enforcement.
Thus, in your preliminary rules design,
consider delegating to your rules layer
the rules you want to manage as a
separate, shareable, changeable asset
to the rules layer. 

■ Step 6: Design for rules in the
rules capability. The steps you follow
to design for rules in the rules capability
vary depending on the characteristics
of your rules capability (data- or service-
oriented), functionality and rules lim-
itations of your rules capability, and
performance considerations, for example.

When working with a data-oriented
rules capability, rules design and
implementation should be data-centric.
This involves first specifying the tables
and columns to the rules product, usu-
ally in data or object model form.
Then, you express rules about the data
for which the rules capability will
watch. The rules are usually expressed
in declarative form, although this may
require language translation if the
product’s language is not intuitive to
you. For example, if you have captured
your rules as IF/THEN statements and
your product does not support this
syntax, you will need to rethink the
expression of the rules.

Rules design for a data-centric
environment may also involve altering
the table specifications to accommodate
rule-processing restrictions. The design
effort may also involve denormalizing
data in the database for functionality
and performance reasons.

In comparison, when using a service-
oriented rules capability, the rules design
effort tends to be process-oriented. It
usually involves creating an object
model with which to communicate or
share data with the rules service.
Usually, the objects for rule execution
contain data only, no rules. The rules
are in the rules service. Sometimes you
express the rules in procedural code, and
sometimes you do not. If declarative,
you may be able to use IF/THEN syntax.
You are not likely to need to change
database specifications because a service-

oriented rules capability is not so
closely tied to the data. The rules design
effort usually involves grouping rules
into executable sets or hierarchies,
sequencing the execution of rule sets
and possibly sequencing the execution
of rules within rules sets. You do this so
that when your application calls the rules
capability for rules execution, the rules
capability has been set up to perform
that service in a particular manner.

There are various ways you can
build your own simple data-aware
rules capability. In the simplest form,
if acceptable, you can implement each
rule in the DBMS. When your appli-
cation attempts to update the database,
these rules will execute automatically.
If this architecture is unacceptable,
you may consider building a simple
rules service that correlates database
touches with the execution of corre-
sponding rules.

There are also various ways you
can build a simple service-oriented
rules capability. You would need to
create a rules capability that accepts
rule requests from applications and
has a process by which to execute
them. Details on building your own
rules capability are beyond the scope
of this article.

■ Step 7: Tune the database. Every
systems design effort requires database
tuning. As always, tuning the database
is specifying design options that
improve performance or functionality
of an initial database design. The rules
designer and database designer should
collaborate on database tuning. If
useful, you can classify each rule pattern
(see part 4 of this series) according to
its data access characteristics: single ver-
sus multiple tables, single row versus
multiple rows and those requiring aggre-
gate functions and sorts. Traditional
database tuning options then apply. To
preserve the most stable data structure,

tune first those tuning options that are
transparent and do not compromise the
stable data structure. These include, as
examples, specifying file allocations,
primary and secondary space, free space,
locking considerations and indexes.

■ Step 8: Tune the rules. As with
database tuning, proper rules tuning
can be the difference between a suc-
cessful and unsuccessful implementa-
tion. As with all approaches, tuning in
a business rules approach should be
collaborative and iterative. Data,
process and rules specialists should
jointly perform rules tuning.

The best kind of tuning for rules,
as for databases, involves tuning
options that are transparent to human
actors, programmers and application
components requiring rules execution.
Examples of these tuning options
include caching mechanisms for rules
or data referenced by rules. Because
each rules product is very different,
refer to your product-specific manuals
for insights regarding these kinds of
tuning options.

There are, however, tuning options
that are not as transparent. For example,
you can move rules enforcement from the
ideal (rules) tier to a different tier. You
may do this to accommodate perform-
ance or functionality limitations. Sample
options for rules enforcement are:

Application-specific layer: This
refers to application code that is not
shared with other applications.
This code is usually procedural
code (such as C++, Java, Visual
Basic, etc).
Rules layer: This refers to rule-spe-
cific definition intended to be shared
among applications. In commercial
rules products, this code tends to be
declarative (SQL-based or IF/THEN
syntax). If a particular rules product
accepts a rule definition, but imple-
ments the definition in the DBMS
(as may be the case for a some rules
in a data-aware rules product), this
is still considered to be a rules-layer
implementation. The critical point
is that the rules are defined to the
rules layer and the rules layer man-
ages them, regardless of where the
executable code actually resides.

The ability to 
accommodate changes in
rules (business policy logic)
is now an advantage with
the business rules approach.
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DBMS domain definition: This is
database code intended to be shared
among applications that share the
database. It defines data types,
lengths and sometimes value
restrictions on domains.

DBMS table definition: This, too,
is database code intended to be
shared among applications that share
the database. It defines column
types and lengths, sometimes value
restrictions on columns (uniqueness,
not null, values) and sometimes
relationship restrictions (referential
integrity rules).

DBMS view definition: This is
database code defining a virtual
table to be shared among applica-
tions if they specify use of the
same view. For example, view def-
initions can be used to materialize
computed values.

DBMS trigger: This is database code
intended to be shared among

applications which defines code to
be executable automatically when a
table or column is operated on. It is
typically written in declarative code.

Method in shared-object class:
This is code intended to be shared
among other applications because it
is in an object class that is shared
across applications. You can use
this as a mechanism for creating
shared, standard rules logic. 

You can also duplicate rules
enforcement. For example, you can
start out with rules in the rules layer,
but duplicate traditional data integrity
enforcement in the DBMS. You may,
for performance reasons, duplicate
some rules enforcements in the presen-
tation layer.

■ Step 9: Determine interfaces to
the rules layer. Whether you pur-
chase a commercial rules product or
build your own rules capability, you
need to design the interfaces from
your application and data layers to
your rules layer.

The Total Design
In many ways, designing a business

rules system is very much like designing
any system. A business rules approach
is truly the integration of data orienta-
tion, process or object orientation, and
rule orientation. You need data models
and corresponding database designs.
You also need process models (which
today are often object-oriented) and
process (object-oriented) design. 

However, a business rules approach
offers new opportunities for building
better systems. For example, you can
enhance your data models by adding
rule-materialized data elements and
normalizing rules to entities. You can
approach object-oriented analysis and
design differently by separating rules
dynamics from other application
dynamics. 

Therefore, during the design phase,
you define a rules capacity, assign rules
to a target tier, confirm technology for
all tiers, design the database, design
rules support wherever it resides and
finally pull it all together by designing
the application process around shared
rules executions. 

If you want to prototype a business
rules approach with a business rules
product, a common design approach is
summarized in Figure 3.

The Results
Ideally, this series gave you some-

thing to think about. Hopefully, it
placed you on the same frontier with
respect to a business rules approach as
you once were regarding a relational
database approach.

With a relational database ap-
proach, you deployed technology that
externalized and managed the infor-
mational assets of the organization.
With a business rules approach, you
deploy technology so that it externalizes
and manages the “thinking” or “decision-
making capacity” of an organization.
A business rules approach is merely a
shift in emphasis. It adds no complexity.
In fact, it simplifies much of the
development process. A business rules
approach aims to deliver systems that
are the very instrument of business
change. Imagine the possibilities. 
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Step 1: Select a rules technology product.

Step 2: Select a relational DBMS product.

Step 3: Enforce all traditional data integrity rules in the DBMS.

Step 4: Enforce computations and aggregations in the DBMS.

Step 5: Enforce other rules (inference, action-enablers, complex constraints) in the rules product.

Step 6: Determine and confirm screen/page flow and create screens.

Step 7: Change rules.

Step 8: Evaluate the experience.

Figure 3: A Common Approach to Prototyping a Business Rules Approach

A business rules
approach aims to deliver
systems that are the very
instrument of business

change. Imagine the
possibilities.
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